
Search Video...in Seconds.
That’s Surveillance,  Simplified.



73% of organizations have at least 

one application in the cloud.

Business Services delivered through the cloud provide 

greater reliability and functionality while being easier 

to maintain, update and administer. 

- IDG Cloud Computing Research



Services are  
moving to the Cloud.

 It’s convenient, reliable, and provides peace-of-mind.

Netflix

Office 365

Dropbox

Gmail



CheckVideo delivers 
video surveillance 
through the cloud.



DVR

NVR

GENERATION 1

GENERATION 2

Generation 3

Local recording and viewing only, single 

user, lower resolution.

Network viewing and playback, multi-site,  

high-definition video. On-site servers and software.

Web and Mobile viewing, video 

analytics, cloud backup, unlimited 

users and sites, small footprint with 

automatic updates.

CLOUD



Enterprise video 
solutions are complex.

Servers 

Software 

licenses 

IT resources 

Updates

Networks

Offsite backup



CheckVideo SIMPLIFIES 
your installation.

On camera 

recording

Automated 

updates

Health 

Monitoring

Cloud backup 

Cyber-security 

100% Web  

and Mobile



Searching for evidence can 
take hours and you have to 
be on site.



CheckVideo’s search 
engine FINDS video in 
seconds from anywhere, 
even your phone.





Unlimited Flexibility.
Cost effectively combines separate systems 

across locations into a single view.

Hacker-proof. Easily add cyber-security  

to existing cameras.

Re-use existing cameras.  Keep costs down. Easy 

enrollment into the cloud for coaxial or IP cameras.

Already have cameras?





Do your cameras talk to you?

CheckVideo cameras instantly alert you to 

activity at your site.

Smart dispatch prevents crime instead of 

investigating it.

Industry leading video analytics proven in 

mission critical environments for over 20 years 

makes this possible.



Trusted by clients  
for over 20 years.

The online capabilities are great, it’s really user friendly, there hasn’t 

been a problem with the way that anything works. From ease of ob-

taining, to ease of install, to ease of use, everything’s fairly seamless 

and the capabilities are amazing so I’m completely content and would 

recommend it to people. 

— Chief of Campus Police, Concordia University Texas

It’s easy to make it a smart system where we can get actual events and 

provide a higher level of security, prior to CheckVideo coming out it 

would be a big expense to replace everything. 

— Brandon Niles, Acadian Monitoring

Our biggest event is the Cherry Blossom which will be coming up again 

and our holiday parade of light boats. Each time we get 50,000-75,000 

people. There have been almost 12 million visitors on the site and 

again we’re proud. CheckVideo technology helps me and my team to 

keep us safe and sound. 

— Director of Security,  District Wharf



Reliable protection has 
never been this simple.

About CheckVideo

+1 571 418 7230

info@checkvideo.com

www.checkvideo.com

HQ: 6402 Arlington Blvd, Lobby Level

Falls Church, VA 22042

CheckVideo is the leading provider of cloud-based intelligent video 

surveillance and alarm verification solutions for enhanced security, 

public safety, and business operations. 




